THOSE

cubic-inch-displacement duels for dominion of the 1960s, conducted
in the guise of rear-wheel-drive two-doors snorting down streets and
strips with throbbing exhaust note impunity, have returned with swaggering bravado.
This trend is igniting sales for the “new geners” as well as archetypal muscle
machines. Whether starting with a vintage platform or opting for a new limited-run
white body brute, racers are not only populating the drags, but also swelling the ranks
of road racing and autocrossing.
This mixed-use bag has some opting to retain street-licensable manners that can
quickly be discarded for weekend racing ventures, and others are quite happy to build
that which must be trailered.
“Autocross racing is, without a doubt, the fastest-growing segment of the performance
industry right now,” observed Jeff Smith, former editor-in-chief of Hot Rod Magazine, Car
Craft and Chevy High Performance.
“The new gen muscle car runs in mid-10 seconds on the quarter mile,” he added. “You
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can run about the same elapsed time using an older, later model muscle car,
but spend one-tenth of the money. You’ll put in a lot more work, but you get
a lot more pride because you built it, not bought it.”
Muscle car enthusiasts may still favor heads-up drag racing, but many
are also showing renewed interest in events that offer multiple competition options at the same time. Car clubs are pushing the combo approach,
adding meetings and catered meals at track facilities.
“Sometimes we’re doing an autocross event plus drag racing, or we’re
doing a true street-type event that includes a 30-mile drive on our road
course and then three consecutive runs on the strip,” revealed Chris Blair
of Gateway Motorsports Park, Madison, Illinois. “It’s adding an interesting
twist to your typical track day or test-n-tune.”
“When you go to the drags, you always seem to want to make another run,”
Smith added. “But when you go road racing, you might stand down from the
last session because you are exhausted, just tired of driving fast.”
Jeremy Croiset of National Auto Sport Association (NASA) in Napa Valley,
California, reports Mustangs, Camaros, Firebirds, Challengers and Chargers
make up the majority of competitors in NASA’s American Iron Class (AIR). “We have
seen some sizable growth in the last couple years. The new Mustangs have become
the car of choice in our muscle car classes,” reported Croiset. “A typical event will
see 10- to 20-car fields running in our AIR Series and another 10 to 20 running in
the Camaro/Mustang Challenge Series.”
With so much beguiling horsepower available direct from the local car dealer,
retail shops are noticing that whenever there is a new platform release, the previous
models decrease in price and provide new opportunities for racers to move up in

their racing game, now comfortable converting a car to a race-only application.
For example, the introduction of the
Chevrolet Corvette C7 dropped C5 costs,
just as price decreases occurred with
older generation Camaros, Mustangs
and Challengers.
New cars, built in volume but for the
street, are fertile sales potential for those
with the desire to compete, because
performance parts manufacturers bring
numerous options to their shelves and
service bays that the factory cannot, or
will not.
Racers may choose only those things
they can do themselves, or what might
still be affordable with a little help from
professional fabrication/installation shops,
recognizing that pro shops know special
tricks that can save money, weight and
time off the lap clock.
Take OEM versus aftermarket engine
cradles, which can sometimes be
swapped out for a handsome weight
reduction at a very reasonable price.
Installers will know which ones fit and
work the best. The same goes for electronic tuning. Shops see plenty of brands
filter through and can often offer insight
about which will assist racers in reaching their performance goals.
Seasoned racers who are skilled
in understanding how their machine
Because many of today’s muscle cars come well
equipped from the factory, at least one industry
insider feels racers could benefit from utilizing
a chassis dyno to determine their vehicles’
true capabilities before making too many
modifications. “Few ever maximize what they already have
before altering the factory
setup,” he told us.
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performs under different conditions also
develop a more ardent desire to win
more often. Now they want full driveline
upgrades, including custom engines built
to spec for the class. This invites custom
fuel system designs, as well as beefier
clutches and suspension.
Factory Fresh Fast
Chuck Watson II of Watson Engineering
in Brownstown, Michigan, has been
working with Ford since 1986, providing
engineering and prototype work as well
as creating performance parts through
Watson Racing.
“I’m a racer,” Watson revealed. “I
understand the frustration racers endure
when a part arrives but does not fit well. It
happened to me so often that it inspired
me to start Watson Racing. Because we
are a production line supplier, we have
to make parts that fit.”
Watson pointed out that bragging
rights figure into sales just as much as
parts quality. “Because we fabricate
Ford’s turnkey drag and road race cars,
the Cobra Jet and Boss S Mustang, we
have a unique view of what’s needed,”
remarked Watson on determining market
trends gleaned from social media, car
show patronage and its own parts/financial sponsorships. “Of the 200 platform
specific part numbers from those two
cars, some 10 percent become Ford
catalog numbers. We fill that gap supplying to the public. The 2015 Mustangs
have a handful of parts available that
are priced higher because the parts are
limited and still in development. A 2010
Mustang has many more part numbers
and manufacturers available.”
Jesse Kershaw, Ford Drag Racing Parts
and Competition Manager in Dearborn,
Michigan, confessed that the all-new
2015 Mustang’s IRS suspension was “not
considered optimal for drag racing, but
we were able to develop parts for the
rearend that greatly improved the car’s
drag capability. Items like performance
half shafts, rearend gears, and bushings
for stiffening up the whole rear carriage
have been hot for us. In road racing, the
Mustang has just begun to scratch the
surface. Handling is great due to the IRS,
10
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and we’ve already developed several
suspension parts.”
Ford is also heavily involved in World
Challenge road racing to homologate
parts, negotiate fair rules for competitors, and offer tech support at the races.
“Without the tireless work of production-based teams we wouldn’t have the
success we enjoy,” offered Kershaw.
At 71, most people who are the same
age as Jeff Tueton are more often gardening, or golfing, not fielding five Challenger
Drag Pak cars at the drag strip. But most
guys didn’t race cars before selling them.
As owner of Southland Dodge, Chrysler

Performance parts retailers are increasingly
making use of the Internet, print, social media,
car shows and racing events, among other outlets, to bolster their presence among muscle
car enthusiasts. Information gleaned from such
sources also helps dealers more accurately and
responsively stock their store shelves.

See all the secrets
of the HydraMat at

holleyhydramat.com!

Race Proven in
ARCA Racing
Series!

www.holley.com | 270-781-9741
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Jeep LLC in Houma, Louisiana, he is the
factory’s top seller. He also has been part
of the NHRA technical advisory committee for decades, helping to formulate
class structures that are fair and equitable for all racers.
Because Tueton has been competing
on tracks for nearly 50 years, often fixing
customer cars in the pits, has repeatedly witnessed customers who get in too
much of a hurry to change things. “Few
ever maximize what they already have
before altering the factory setup,” Tueton
revealed. “These new gen cars have a
lot in them, and we sometimes think the
racers read too many magazines….”
Tueton believes muscle car enthusiasts
would benefit from putting their ride on
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a chassis dyno, getting a baseline, and
then making decisions on how to tune
the car. “After that, it is up to the customer how far to go, and if they want to
go beyond keeping their warranty intact.”
It will be interesting to see how many
drivers monkey around with Mopar’s
new supercharged engine option part
of the Challenger Drag Pak. Aimed at
aiding sportsman class racers, the supercharged version promises eight-second runs, or better, once the MSRP of
$109,354 has changed hands.
Thinner wallets might opt for the new
Scat Pack 2 and 3—both preserve the
factory warranty, but promise 75 additional horsepower for just under $4500.
The Arrow Racing Calibration adds
another $695.
Gateway’s Blair addressed Tueton’s
concern: “People buy cars off the showroom floors, do some basic modifications at a local speed shop, and then set
elapsed times once only achievable by

Electric
Fuel Pumps,
Regulators
and Filters
Edelbrock offers a variety of electric
fuel pumps and regulators for your
racing applications. Whether you’re
running a carburetor or fuel
injection system, we have the
components you need.

Be sure to add a quality Russell filter
to your high performance fuel system
for optimal filtration and operation.
Go to our website to learn more about
all these components and accessories.
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VISIT EDELBROCK.COM
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TECH LINE: 800-416-8628, 7am-5pm PST. M-F.
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knowledge base to accurately stock its
warehouse shelves.
“Racers who will build their cars with
kits require few, if any, fabrication and
engineering skills,” offered Wilson. “Kits to
swap the popular LS, and now LT series,
Chevrolet engines into vehicles never
originally designed for them are popular.”
Wilson noted that when racers move to
a higher level, they might turn things over
to a professional shop and rely on their
expertise and judgment. “When you leave
a street car in the hands of a dedicated
professional race car builder, every part in
the construction is scrutinized and probably upgraded,” he said. “Amazingly, even
these builds may incorporate OEM performance parts. C7 owners are already
asking about roll bars and six-point safety
belts usable with current seats.”
Scoggin-Dickey’s tech support team
constantly fields questions about fitment,
reliability with more horsepower, and electronic engine management. “We have a

“We are in a renaissance period and
rebirth of the car culture; I just hope that
the Millennials will take advantage of it.”
a true race car. More frequently we see
participants drive in off the street, make a
pass, and become ‘too fast for the track,’
and we explain they now need additional
safety items to compete.”
Pondering performance with equal
verve is the “bow tie” brand of Chevrolet.
Keith Wilson of Scoggin-Dickey Parts
Center in Lubbock, Texas, explained
that the company has been racing and
selling cars since 1929. “For old school
cars, we pick up info from parts manufacturers’ representatives and product
releases,” he said about staying relevant in the marketplace. “As a Chevrolet
dealer, we get information directly from
the factory, but learn a lot at the SEMA
and PRI trade shows.”
The retail side has found that web,
print, social media, car shows, racing
events and advertising on forums bolsters their presence. The combination
gives this performance dealer a healthy

daily parts inventory of $10 million that we
can pull off the shelf and look at to answer
some questions,” explained Wilson,
adding that tech support and product
education also comes from GM catalogs
and aftermarket product manufacturers.
Motovicity Distribution, based in
Madison Heights, Michigan, offers a 150plus line card of modern muscle and
sport compact performance products. Its
location in the metropolitan Detroit area
cultivates valuable OEM relationships
and friendships with factory personnel.
“Obviously certain things are off limits,
but you can get a good idea of the direction in which the OEs are moving,” disclosed Brett Kinsfather. “This helps us
anticipate trends rather than react to
them. Coming from the sport compact
side of the industry, we recognize that
today, fuel injection is just as prevalent as carburetion. We find that drag
racers will invest in the motor first, where
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road racers may invest more in chassis
setup or balance their budget a bit more
between the two.”
Motovicty’s ASE-certified sales team
range from professionals to homegrown
experts, but all are personally engaged
with the car culture. “It’s an organic movement,” Kinsfather said. “As staff engages
retailers and installers, the product moves
as the information flows. Many of our customers campaign a shop-owned race
car, so we offer a contingency program
in appreciation that they reinvest in their
business through racing.”

Officials with successful racing series regularly
engage in conversation with OEM engineers to
discuss future classes, contingency postings,
rules, or tech changes, as well as marketing
strategy. “When an OEM, or any parts manufacturer, posts a contingency, that helps the retailer
sell more parts and expands the race base,” said
one sanctioning body chief.

Successful in-house marketing initiatives included partnering with key manufacturers in the muscle car market to
build a twin turbo 2010 Camaro for the
Hot Rod Magazine Power Tour, followed
by a massive ad campaign to grow brand
awareness within the new gen muscle
car market.
Equally fruitful was Motovicity’s stock
2013 Mustang giveaway with parts from
the partnering manufacturers. An online
media outlet affiliate tracked first the build
process by the winning customer, and
then a variety of tests with the modified
Mustang compared to a stock version
of that same car at a race track. “We
demonstrated that we had appropriate
products for the late model performance
market, and by aggressively promoting
16
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the project, it generated an enormous
amount of attention while making our
customers part of it at the same time,”
noted Kinsfather.
Organizing Horsepower Chaos
Today, sanctioning bodies work to
entice muscle car racers to participate.
And successful race track series engage
in regular conversation with factory engineers to discuss future classes, contingency postings, rules or tech changes,
as well as marketing.
Glen Gray of Glendora, Californiabased NHRA reported that the organization maintains an excellent relationship
with car manufacturers. “We stay in constant communication with them, and
I would be hard pressed to think of a
week during the year when we don’t
communicate with them in some way.
The OEMs helped create our Factory
Showdown. We meet frequently with all
of them, in the same room, to find ways
to also improve Stock and Super Stock
classes,” he noted.
That goes for upcoming changes in the
muscle car product line as well. Early in
the process, the OEMs typically verbally
communicate their intentions to introduce a new car into one of the NHRA
classes. Later, when the technical details
firm up, the factories provide specifications with documentation for the car they
wish to race.
“We just added 35 new classes this
year with the creation of the Factory Stock
and Factory Super Stock categories. It is
unlikely that we would be adding any new
classes in the near future,” said Gray.
NHRA’s Eric Lotz added they also talk,
but not as often, with import OEMs like
Toyota and Nissan. He spends considerable time working with car clubs crosspromoting each other’s events. “Clubs
can have a big impact in helping get
young drivers off the street by pushing
awareness of having fun racing in a
safety-conscious environment,” said Lotz.
Mike Baker of IHRA in Norwalk, Ohio,
told us the sanctioning body has an
excellent, long-standing cooperative
relationship with NHRA tech staff. IHRA
began designing classes in 2008 for the
18
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new generation muscle cars in stock, and
added more sub groups within super
stock. “We wanted to provide a platform
for the cars to compete on a regional and
national level while not creating an unfair
advantage for the older combination in
the respective classes,” explained Baker.
IHRA Division Director Jon O’Neal
looks at muscle cars as classics—old
and new—as having plenty of places to
slot into at the drag strip. “Clean, original street bruisers are becoming a rare,
expensive commodity,” observed O’Neal.
“I see opportunities in the stock eliminator or super stock community.”
In sync with NHRA’s approach, IHRA’s
Street Warriorz series is also pointed at
vectoring “street racing” onto the drag
strip—a great way for street legal cars,
trucks and bikes to try out drag racing
for the first time.
Both Gateway’s Blair’s and IHRA’s
O’Neal see this as a new hot spot for
car clubs and enthusiasts—domestic
and import.
“It’s funny, when a car culture guy, or
gal, brings a hot street car to the strip for
the first time and realizes what traction
is all about,” said a bemused O’Neal, “it
sparks what can become an addiction.”
Steve Wolcott of ProMedia in Santa
Ana, California, officiates over the
National Muscle Car Association (NMCA)
and the National Mustang Racers
Association (NMRA), which attracts
upwards of 15,000 attendees per event.
Ford Racing and Chevrolet Performance
post contingency with the NMCA, with
nearly 80 brands posting cash awards.
“When an OEM, or any parts manufacturer, posts a contingency, that helps the
retailer sell more parts and expands the
race base,” said Wolcott, who also noted
that lower fuel prices helps any sanctioning body with a traveling series.
New classes in the NMCA are designed
to contest Ford and Chevy crate engines.
Wolcott is planning an ECO BOOST
shootout for the Mustang crowd in
October. He is also considering a Camaro
shootout for 2016.
“We are getting new people as well as
those switching, racers priced out of tra20

ditional drag racing are migrating over
to us—equal numbers of both. To make
it a real driver’s event, so no one has a
tuning advantage, we randomly re-flash
onboard computers,” Wolcott explained.
According to Croiset, NASA’s members
enjoy numerous valuable support and
contingency programs, including solid
support from Ford, Mazda, Honda, Nissan
and Toyo Tires. “We believe grassroots
racing represents an untapped and
extremely lucrative area of the automotive community for many of the OEMs to
explore further.”

Muscle car road racing classes tend to attract
a wide range of participants with varying backgrounds, one sanctioning body official told
us. Speaking to the membership’s access to
support and contingency programs, he added,
“We believe grassroots racing represents an
untapped and extremely lucrative area of the
automotive community for many of the OEMs to
explore further.”

The newest class in the muscle car
segment is NASA’s Spec Iron Class, which
is a part of the American Iron Series that
was created as a low-cost class option for
getting into the road racing scene with a
muscle car stretching the racing budget
a little further. The class specifies a 2005–
2010 Ford Mustang S197 chassis loaded
with a 4.6L 3V V8 motor.
“Our muscle car classes are littered
with an array of age groups with varying
backgrounds,” said Croiset. “Anyone
with a safely operating street car and a
helmet can start participating in NASA’s
HPDE program, gain valuable track
experience, work up the NASA ladder
toward their own competition license—
some fulfill a longtime dream of being a
race car driver.”
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Bleach Box Reflections
Theresa Reese has owned the IHRAsanctioned Gulfport Dragway in Gulfport,
Mississippi, for 31 years, and the track
has hosted an annual Ford versus Chevy
shootout for 27 of those years. “It is dominated by Chevy’s,” she said. “We get at
least 250 cars each year, lots of 1970s and
1980s Camaros, 1990s Cobras, a few Fox
bodies with a handful of new Challengers
and Chargers. Our street brackets have
more late model muscle cars.”
Gulfport Dragway Track Manager Jeff
August added that their Junior Dragster
program is dominated by girls, and a
minimum of 80 percent move out of the
Juniors into full-blown racing.
“Our Wednesday night King of the Hill
event sees a lot of new muscle cars,”
noted August. “We pull from our nearby
military bases. It’s a test-and-tune event
where they can go fast without getting a
ticket. We are also seeing a lot of older
racers return to the track just for some fun.”
Blair at Gateway Motorsports Park
closely monitors what NHRA does at
the sportsman level, and like Gulfport
Dragway, he sees many people racing
street cars for fun. “The younger the
owner, the more reluctant they are to enter
it in your traditional competition,” he said.
“They don’t want a big set of rules, specs
and guidelines. We’re seeing these folks
roll out on our test nights and make three
or four passes and go home happy. They
wanted to stretch the legs on the car, but
not necessarily beat it to death.”
Gateway is experimenting with headsup programs, or index-type classes,
incorporating ways of utilizing crate
motors that are readily available at local
dealerships. “We are going after the
high-performance, street-legal Camaros,
Mustangs and Challengers,” Blair said.
“Most of the people who we see buying
these cars in our area are not necessarily buying them to race competitively. I’m
hoping that today’s great cars will give
a kick in the pants to today’s teenagers
and get them excited about cars. We are
in a renaissance period and rebirth of the
car culture; I just hope that the Millennials
will take advantage of it.”
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